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It’s a real pleasure and an honor to be here this morning.  I trust Robin, Tony and all those associated with this event, the Center for Collaborative Conservation and Colorado State University know that I am grateful for this opportunity to share some thoughts on collaborative conservation in local landscapes. It’s a field of work and study that is a passion of mine.  I’ve been working in the field of community based natural resource management for about two decades now, the last ten of which have been with Wallowa Resources in Northeast Oregon. In highlighting my main points this morning, I will draw mostly from my work in Oregon and multiple partners and mentors across the United States, including Sustainable Northwest, Rural Voices for Conservation Coalition, the Hayfork Watershed Research and Training Center, Northwest Connections, National Forest Foundation, American Forests, Oregon State University, faculty of Colorado State University and many others.…as well as from my previous work in southern Africa, and Europe.
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Before I get started, allow me to quickly introduce Wallowa Resources to you all.  Wallowa Resources was started by citizens of Wallowa County, working with the Wallowa County Board of Commissioners, to regroup in the aftermath of dramatic social, economic and environmental adjustments catalyzed by the listing of Chinook Salmon under the Endangered Species Act in 1992.  This listing, and the subsequent listings of Steelhead, Bull Trout, lynx and other species native to our landscapes fundamentally altered the local community’s access to and benefit from the national forest system lands that occupy nearly 60% of our County.  Prior to 1992, the forestry and forest products were a dominant economic driver – generating over 25% of total revenues and supporting an equal percentage of our workforce.   With the loss of mills, there was considerable social disruption, fear, and polarization across the community.  In the midst of this crisis, the local community united under a pro-active County Government to explore options to regain hope and some influence over our future.  Eventually, the group of local citizens, with assistance from Sustainable Northwest and the USDA Rural Communities Assistance program, formed Wallowa Resources in 1996.  The founding mission was a clear commitment to sustainability – providing equal weight to forest, watershed and community health, job and business creation, and increased social understanding of the links between the health of our land and resources and the health of our community.   In 1997, the County Commissioners officially recognized Wallowa Resources as a lead agency promoting the natural resources’ sector of the County’s strategic plan.  It’s an honor, and of course, a tremendous responsibility, to hold such recognition from our local, democratically electric government.  We are constantly aware of this responsibility and the expectations from our community.
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Community – Collaboration – Conservation

• County Natural Resources Advisory 
Committee

• Salmon Habitat Recovery Plan
• Creation of Wallowa Resources
• MOU’s with USFS
• National Stewardship Pilot Projects
• National Fire Plan Projects
• Collaborative Watershed Restoration
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History of partnerships and collaboration within the CountyNRAC – Wallowa County Nez Perce Salmon Rehabilitation PlanBMDA – One of several created under the Clinton Administration…encouraged creativity and experimentationMOU’s with USFS – County and Wallowa ResourcesReinvention Lab Charter – Gore’s initiative to reinvent government – did not amount to much in rural areasNational Stewardship Pilot Projects – First host to Pinchot Institute Workshops on Stewardship Contracting (January 1999).  Contributed to push for stewardship contracting authorities.National Fire Plan Projects – Partnerships with County, USFS, ODF at various scales and on various projectsCulminating in the Community Planning Process – Landscape Scale Collaboration from inception, assessment, design, implementation and monitoring.



Business 
Development

Meeting the challenge, seeing results

2009 Program of Work
Watershed 

Stewardship
Research & 
Education

Federal Policy 
& Investment

Wallowa Resources’ programs support  50

full-time, family-wage jobs in Wallowa County 

Direct: 8     Contracts: 24    For-Profits: 18

2% of the non-farm workforce
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Today, Wallowa Resources’ work addresses four distinct, but – to the best of our ability – integrated fields:  (i) Watershed Restoration and Stewardship, ( ii) Applied – Practical Research and Education, (iii) Job and Business Creation, and (iv) Policy and Investment.  Local job and business creation and maintenance is a goal of all of our divisions, but – in 2001 – we also created a wholly owned for-profit subsidiary focused specifically on the creation of and support to businesses that in some way relate to our land and community stewardship work.  I will provide more specific information on our work and results over the past 14 years shortly.2% of the non-farm workforce.  Equivalent to last mill that closed.  Upside on additional for-profit job creation.
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Community Based Natural 
Resource Management

• Stewardship of (and investment in) local landscapes
• Ownership, access/user rights, or influence over natural 

capital
• Community members receive value and benefits support 

land and community priorities
• Inclusive civic decision-making and policy frameworks
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I describe my passion as community based natural resource management, and define it as the management of landscapes for community benefit. Community benefit is an aggregation of local social, economic and ecological values. Where public lands, listed species, or fundamental ecological services or function, are involved – community benefit must also reflect larger national, and sometimes international, values.  Some level of local community participation in management decisions is a central operating principle.  Community-based natural resource management is never the same in any two communities.  It’s a complex suite of activities, projects, and organizations that have many different goals based on local conditions. They are organized at different scales, in different geographies and within a variety of community cultures and conditions.  They operate within a diversity of institutional and legal frameworks, and represent various stages in organizational development.   All community-based natural resource management projects and organizations use some form of collaboration or partnership, and operate under varying degrees of legitimacy and efficacy in the eyes of the community. Within any given CBNRM initiative, “communities of place” and “communities of interest” may be represented in a collaborative. In the end, tangible benefit streams from CBF to individual community members and the larger public influence the potential sustainability and success of each community-based initiative.The relative emphasis within any one initiative on any of the attributes listed above may change over time; as the driving forces impacting their communities change, or the success of their efforts change, or as their capacity to address larger scale issues improves.    
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Wallowa Resources evolution similar to many in the western US.Organization, Discussion – 2 YearsFormation – 1 YearPilot Projects – Small scale results – 2 YearsScaling Up – Larger landscapes, larger investments, bigger impact – Ongoing – watershed scale to county wide noxious weed program to regional forest investment zone.Market based solutions and reinvestment – OngoingIncluding investment by County Government, local community, private businesses and contractors in new equipment and capacity to capitalize on opportunities created by the collaborative work.Increasing effort to ensure enabling state and federal policy framework – OngoingContinuing need to manage, nurture, validate the collaborative, ensure participation and congruence locally, regionally, nationally since dealing with public lands.Results – Joe Creation, New/Diversified Businesses, Community Investment, Fish habitat, improved forest conditions, reduction in noxious weeds.



Biggest Challenges…
• Building and maintaining relationships and trust.

– Managing the costs of collaboration
– Changing personnel
– External political pressure – different goals and 

objectives, new top-down initiatives, different 
timeframe for results. 
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Building and maintaining relationships and trust.Managing the costs of collaborationChanging personnelExternal political pressure – different goals and objectives, new top-down initiatives, different timeframe for results. 		Collaboration not working – not saving our mills, not enough board feet		Travel Management Plan



Biggest challenges…
• Leveraging resources during 

difficult financial times
• Continual “monitoring” of our 

collaborative for desired 
changes and opportunities

• Institutionalizing commitment; 
the “next generation”

• Building broader alliances –
scaling up to address state, 
regional and national concerns.
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Leveraging resources during difficult financial timesContinual “monitoring” of our collaborative for desired changes and opportunitiesInstitutionalizing commitment; the “next generation”Building broader alliances – scaling up to address state, regional and national concerns.Critical to invest more in collaboration to deal with larger landscape, more complex problems.Need to be able to generate a long-term, consistent program of work for high skill, high wage jobs.



What we’ve learned…

• Collaboration is Difficult but Works!
– Integration of goals is possible
– Encourages collective learning and 

innovation.
– Generates group commitment, 

investment and ownership
• Land stewardship can generate 

meaningful social and economic 
benefits…but it takes a lot of 
effort.
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Collaboration is painful.“Unnatural act between unconsenting adults”“I hate collaboration…but…I think it’s the only way forward”Collaboration Works!Moves us toward sustainable ecological and social systemsCreates commitment, investment and ownershipEncourages innovation and joint learningLand restoration can generate meaningful social and economic benefits…but it takes a lot of work.



Keys to Success
• County leadership
• Transparency and 

inclusiveness
• Short-term benefits meaningful 

to all involved.
• Shared risk, responsibility and 

accountability
• Communicate and reinforce the 

changes (in attitudes and 
conditions) taking place.
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Transparency and Inclusiveness - Involves both place-based and interest-based constituents with all parties focused on the specifics of a particular place and open to learning.Respect and ModestyBuild lasting commitment through short-term success and benefits meaningful to all involved.Communicate and reinforce the changes (in attitudes) that are taking place.Shared risk, responsibility and accountabilityCommunities can bring interest-based groups to the table in an open and transparent process to solve natural-resource issuesImportant that people “see” progress happening on the ground and in relationships but it won’t happen overnight.



Place Based 
Response
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Public capacity has declined with the decline in national consensus on the role of public lands and rural communities.Conservation needs have accelerated with the pace of technological change, population growth, and species translocations.These are wicked problems - as described by Rittel and Webber of U Cal Berkeley back in 1969.“In a pluralistic society there is nothing like the undisputable public good; there is no objective definition of equity; policies that respond to social problems cannot be meaningfully correct or false; and it makes no sense to talk about "optimal solutions" to social problems unless severe qualifications are imposed first. Even worse, there are no "solutions" in the sense of definitive and objective answers. As a result, they concluded that science alone, that professionals in various relevant fields, could not solve these “wicked problems”.  Further, they noted that every “wicked problem” is essentially unique, and that solutions designed for one location, one context, would not “solve” the problem in any other context.
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Responding to “Wicked Problems”

Top down or bottom up?
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If you agree with me, that we need more investment in community based responses to the “wicked problems” of today, I offer the following priorities:Increased investment in local community organizational and leadership capacity.  There are too few of us doing this work.  To demonstrate the real potential, and broaden understanding, we need to see the emergence and development of community based organizations with broad, integrated missions across the country – not just more organizations focused on one aspect (social services, environment, job creation)The development and maturation of regional and national networks and alliances.  For community-based organizations and approaches to survive, to ensure the larger national public good is served, and to generate results on meaningful scales, they need to be nested within heirarchies of regional and national collaboratives.  Larger regional and national organizations that have long dominated the debate and action on the environment and conservation, can not afford to sit on the side line or worse continue to condemn local collaboratives.  These approach offers the best opportunity to motivate individuals and communities to pursue conservation and stewardship as a way of life.  Or to paraphrase Aldo Leopold to move from conservation driven by fear and regulation, to conservation driven by self-motivation and passion which translates to true behavioral change.Support opportunities that generate the greatest benefit streams and sustain investments, commitments and participation in local collaborative conservation.
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Thank You!
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